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OBJECTIVE

Self-motivated, highly passionate and hardworking fresher looking for
an opportunity to work in a challenging organization to utilize my skills
and knowledge to work for the growth of the organisation.

EXPERIENCE

Android Developer Trainee
Repcard (Gurgaon , Haryana)
- Actively participating in a comprehensive training program focused
on Android app development.
- Gaining practical experience in coding, debugging, and UI/UX design.
- Learning about industry best practices, version control, and project
management.

Web Developer Internship
The Sparks Foundation
Built a basic banking system web application using HTML , CSS &
JavaScript.

EDUCATION

B. Tech : Computer Science And Engineering
NSHM KNOWLEDGE CAMPUS , DURGAPUR
CGPA: 8.4

Xll (CBSE)
Kendriya Vidyalaya I.O.C Barauni No. 2
70.2%

X (CBSE)
Kendriya Vidyalaya IOC Barauni No. 2
76%

PROJECTS

Quiz App

- Developed an Android quiz app with Firebase authentication, real-
time database, and navigation drawer.
- Implemented secure user login/signup using Firebase
Authentication.
- Utilized Firestore for storing quiz data and user responses.
- Designed an intuitive UI with a RecyclerView for chronological quiz

CONTACT

sahashish100@gmail.com

6206690194

Adarsh Nagar Ulao Begusarai Bihar

SKILLS

Programming Languages -     Java , C ,
SQL  

Android Development -                   Kotlin ,
Android Studio , XML , SQLite

Web Development - HTML , CSS ,
JavaScript , Bootstrap

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS

Great Learning Data Structure &

Algorithm in Java for Intermediate

Level Certification (July - 2022)

Linkedin Java Object-Oriented

Programming Certification . (Apr -

2022)

80%

60%

80%



display.
- Created dynamic quiz screens with navigation and answer
submission.
- Presented detailed result screens showing scores and responses.
- Added a navigation drawer for seamless access to user profiles and
logout.

Basic Banking System

It is a web application used to transfer money between multiple users
(Project contains 10 dummy users) . It contains a user table that have
basic fields such as name , email & bank balance and it stores the
transaction history of all the transactions .


